
Absence condemn entrepreneur immediately
abysmal condescend equipped impresario
academy conscience equivalent incandescence
accidentally conscientious especially inconceivable
accommodation conscious evanescence inconvenience
achievement consensus exaggerate inconvenient
acknowledgement consistent exceed incredible
acquire convenient excellence indescribable 
acquiesce coolly exhaust indispensable
adolescence coordination existence indubitably
aesthetic corollary expense ineluctable
affect (change) correlate experience inevitable
amateur correspondence extremely influential
ameliorate councillor exuberance inoculate
anaesthesia counsellor Facetious insidiousness
anniversary courteous fallacy insurance
apartment courtesy familiar intelligence
asinine criticise  (ize) fascinate intercede
assiduous Deceive feasible interchangeable
athleticism deceitful February interference
auxiliary defendant fictitious interrupt
Beggar deferred fierce intransigence
beginning definitely financially irrefutable
believe dependent fluorescent irrelevant
bicycle descend forcibly irreplaceable
bingeing description foreign irresistible
biscuit desert (sand) foresee irresponsible
bizarre desiccate forfeit irreversible
boundary desirable fulfil Jealousy
bourgeois despair fundamentally jewellery
braggadocio desperate Galoshes judicial
bureaucracy dessert (sweet) gauge Kaleidoscope
burglary detached generally knowledge
business deteriorate genius knowledgeable
buoyant develop government Laboratory
Calendar development governor leisure
camouflage diarrhoea graffiti length
cemetery dilemma grammar lenient
challenge disappearance grievous liaise
challenging disappoint guarantee liaison
characteristic disastrous guidance licence (noun)
chief discreet  (tactful) guttural license (verb)
choose discrete (distinct) Haemorrhage lieutenant
cigarette dispatch handkerchief lightning
colleague dispensable happily likelihood
collectable (ible) dissatisfied harass liquefy
colonel dominant height loath (adjective)
colossal donkeys heinous loathe (verb)
column dumbbell heroes loneliness
commitment Ecstasy hippopotamus longitude
committed eczema hoarse loquacious
committee effect (result) humorous louche
comparative efficiency hypocritical lustre
complement (add) eighth Ideally luxurious
compliment (praise) eligible idiosyncrasy Magazine
completely embarrass ignorance manageable
concede encyclopaedia illegal manoeuvre
conceive enema illiteracy marriage
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mathematics peculiar recommendation sufficient
mayonnaise perceive reference superficialities
medicine performance referred supersede
medieval permanent relieving suppress
mediocre permissible religious surgeon
mellifluous permitted remembrance surround
memorandum perseverance reminiscence susceptible
memoriam persistence repetition suspicious
millennium physical representative swingeing
millionaire physician resemblance syllable
miniature picnicking reservoir symmetrical
minuscule piece resistance synonymous
minutes pilgrimage restaurant Tariff
miscellaneous pitiful resuscitate technical
mischievous planning rhetorical technique
Mississippi pleasant rheumatism temporary
misspelt possess rhythm theatre
mortgage possessive rhythmical theories
mosquito (es) potato (es) roommate therapeutic
murmur practically Sacrifice thesaurus
muscle practice (noun) sacrilegious thorough
mysterious practise (verb) satellite though
Naturally prairie scenery through
necklace preference schadenfreude thwart
necessary preferred schedule tomorrow
necessity prejudice scheme tournament
neighbour preparation science tourniquet
neutron prescription secretary transcendence
ninth prevalent seize transferred
noticeable principal (chief) sentence twelfth
nowadays principle (law) separate tyranny
nuisance privilege sergeant Unanimous
Obedience procedure shepherd unapproachable
obstacle proceed shining unbelievable
occasion professor similarity unconscionable
occasionally program (computer) simile undoubtedly
occurred programme (TV) sincerely unnecessary
occurrence prominent skiing unpronounceable 
official pronounce specifically usage
omission pronunciation soliloquy usherette
omitted propaganda souvenir Vacuum
onion psychiatry sovereign valuable
opinion psychology specimen vengeance
opponent publicly sponsor verruca
opportunity Quandary spontaneous vigilant
oppression quarantine stationary (still) village
optimism quarrelled stationery (paper) villain
ordinarily questionnaire statistics visible
origin queue (s) stopped vivacious
outrageous queuing strategy Warrant
overrun quintessence strength weird
Paean quizzes strenuous withhold
panicky Rarefy stubbornness wherever
parallel realise (ize) stupefying whingeing
parliament recede subtle wholly
particularly receipt succeed Yacht
pavilion receive success yield
peaceable recognise (ize) succinct Zigzagging
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